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Message from Me, imprisoned victum in International Criminal Court
12 may 2008

Dear Aung Suu Kyi,
We don't know if you are still alive.
To me it doesn't matter; we can talk as soon as the Universe gives me permission to do so.
A few months ago I tried to reach you.
The Gods & Goddesses only gave me symbol-language, which I shall give you later....
First this
I wish Paul mcCartney was here with me, playing the piano...or so...
He is my neighbour in the Universe, one of your closer friends. Gods & Goddesses have given
him acces to your World in the past, probably because he's of your generation! Parts of his
personal timeline will be my future; parts of my knowledge about that same future shall be life
on his timeline. I am about to get acces to your thinking-pattern. In silence.
Paul would make me feel more comfortable, a source of inspiration for writing the right
straightforward letter to you. He would also restrain me a little - not write too much - on the
differences between self-esteem, self-confidence & self-consious.
I can easily write 50 pages per week on these topics! Have given myself a week to write this
letter to you and have commanded my brain to limit this edition to 12 pages....
That last part of our lifeline -- self-consious -- is supposed to be 'an individual growthproces in
silence', therefore not available for the complete audience. Family & friends only.
Self-esteem & self-confidence is what we discuss at home, at work and in the community.
Self-consious is our behavior. Evolution for a nation. Planet Earth in the Milkway system.
Unfortunately, we women without human rights - You & I - have no audience in the moment
WE need to discuss OUR NEEDS for growth in OUR self-consious; caused by civil-war we are
forced to live inn... A handful of dictators demolishes our lives, they love it.
In times people have to listen to us and even be grateful for our knowledge, they run away or
try to kill us for the fact we have knowledge they fail. Oh yes, there is a psychopatic public
waiting for a good laugh about failing politics & businesses, causing more pain in our
bodies...while watching us... Taking away time, photosynthese & future from our EQ-systems.
Exhausting us -- so we will die -- while the public watches our struggles. Laughing cannibals.
We can do without them!
Oké, Paul isn't here. Have to do it by myself. Make my body more vulnerable on the Web,
because I want to save my own life and that of my kids. I want foreigners to stop racism,
discrimination, destruction & war-crimes now taking place within ICC.
I'm aware of sadism generated in my life, by psychopats who love to cause me pain. Love to
see me inprisoned as a victum of dictatorship NL in ICC, fighting for procedures and a closure
of my case. They read me site, invite the Devil to join them... Together they come up with a
'new plan' to increase the amount of destruction in my life. Our lives.
This makes them feel strong, powerful and in charge of the World.
These people believe they need to torture me for their individual status quo & income.
I have to be tortured, because I want my human rights back for my family, so I can take care
of my 1-persons-toko. And, I want my ICC-case against the Netherlands closed in court for
Worldpeace. People don't want to contribute in a strenghtening and inspiring way, to stop
wars.

I'm going to explain to you what NGOs, AVOs, UN & EU should have done over the past few
years, the truth.
'Europe doesn't want you or the people to be rescued from the Birma-dictatorship. They don't
want to help you get your human rights & sovereignity. They even don't want you to become
President of Myanmar.They only want to work for their individual powerful position in sadism'.
You will be in shock after receiving this letter but I'm there for you, if the Gods & Goddesses
give my permission.
As soon as I have got my human rights back, you will have more Democracy & Peace too, and
than I'll come and energize you.
Second
Last week I've thought about this letter. Do I start in Dutch first? Translate it into English
later? What to say? What to leave out? Shall I take pen & paper and write you from the beach
or dunes? How can I comfort your spirits, aware of the missing plane?
Do I have to read websites before starting? Do I have to email persons?
You know what, Aung...? I'm so fed up with everybody, that I decided to sit behind my
computer and write down whatever pops up in my mind.
Arousal, loneliness, dispear and those awful scratching headaches, included. I miss an adult
man in my life who comforts me and says: 'You are doing fine woman. This ICC-case will be
closed before you die. Your children will profit from it and so will the rest of this planet'.
Aung, you must be familiar with the feeling... Miss family-life too.
Down to Earth approach. There is absolutely no need to translate this letter into Dutch; in NL
people don't read. I can only be rescued by foreigners, who tell the truth about severe
violation of human rights in my country. Even within the Presidency & Office of the Prosecutor
of the International Criminal Court... human rights are in the hands of dictators.
However, I do feel sorry for you.
You not only receive my usefull self-consious from my body, but you also get my pain by
Galaxy-mail. Hopefully, the Gods & Goddesses protect you with identical elements as they
protect me, so you only get what you need.

Symbol-language
I only travelled as far as India. In books I find cultural differences between the Netherlands &
Far East. Because of my ICC-case I have no freedom to move.
Have to work from Europe, even on the level of self-consious in the Milk way-system.
Gods & Goddesses keep me close home.
Oh, Aung...., I am not going to explain to you here 'how my brian works'.
You can hack somebody / somebodies, to assimilate with as soon as you recognize them.
The Go-between, between you & me.
But I do wish to share an experience I had in the Galaxy, scanning for knowledge and a path
to you. Demanding an instruction for conflict-ending.
●

The word 'soap' has different meanings. An element to clean yourself with, a neverending story... or to wash a person / clean a thing with.
In space I was confronted with 'soap'.
Usually it works like this: when I ask Someone the best question possible, I can travel
around in the Galaxy with a guide. I do get straightforward answers, but never the
complete explanation for proceedings or final results.

Someone gives me instructions on Keys. The rest I have to find out myself.
Searching for conflict-ending related to Birma, I travelled in a World ful of stealconstructions. A sort of Metal-DNA for Culturals. Astonishing beautiful!
I was pointed at the End of the sets of lines of the European cultural I live inn...
I was showed the fence in front of Birma. Could look at other culturals too.
China, Taiwan.., to the left and right. Forwards and backwards.
The guide said: 'You may not travel further than this coördinate. You 're not educated
enough to deal with this matter. You have to do the work back home. When you're
finished, you can travel more into the future'. The guide and I went back. Brought me
home like tourist-guides do. On the way back, there was another breathtaking
astonishing beautiful experience crossing my navigations: soap-bubbles & greencolloured soap in small plastic sachets floating in the direction of Birma.
A voice-over was saying: 'Soap is on the way'.
I think Aung, that the Universe has plans & projects available in case 'mankind does
not live life... as its supposed to be lived on planet Earth'.
The Junta in Birma is a dictator, who refuses to rebalance with nature, civilians and the
rest of the World. Mother Nature takes over the brains of Devils & Victums when she
can... Rebalancing. But even Mother Nature has to rebalance the World with herself.
She can't give 1 person all the needs and leave other behind with nothing.
If this is indeed the case, the cycloon in Myanmar this week, is predestined.
Plan B, after plan A from the moncks failed. And there will be other plans & projects.
I also believe that human beings were born with a set of lines in their system. They are
here to learn to discover and expand those lines for jumping from platform to platform.
Making themselves and planet Earth more intelligent. By doing so, they contribute to
expanding of the Universe. They have to fulfil their tasks in balance with Mother Nature,
to make injustice and wars reduce. For a pleasure while working so hard!
Why people believe 'that war has to exist on Earth...and that fighting against it is a
normal dayl activity', is not clear to me. The answer for me is 'laziness'.
Not all people want to get the best out of themselves for humankind.
Many human bodies produce a lot of Noise, but they don't communicate for the creation
of Soundwaves for a 'joy of life'. They bad listeners don't want to be part of a bigger
system. Spoilt rotten monsters!
People who can listen, are made for peace. They can create startingpoints to work
from. Recognize differences between Noise & Sound. Want to get the best out of
themselves and feel the need to share new knowledge gained with others.
With a little luck they will even be strong enough to transform Noise into Sound.
Reluctantly & Rhythm. The movement from Hatred to Love. Creation of a New world.
If they fail this skill, there will always be Someone else who is inspired to discover
individual skills and make them available for the World, tóó.
The skill 'listening' is so important, because the Galaxy is ALL. Planet Earth is a TOOL.
The Listeners recognize individuals with whom they have to be linked to for conflictending. Assimilation of discoveries...with a smile on the face...
Enjoying each others compagny
The non-Listeners are people on Earth who should be linking together, in stead of
building social classes + racism + discrimination + politics + disgraceful moneymakers-systems + destructure of Mother Nature + psychopatic rituals to kill eachother
with. Emotional sabotage of these low-intelligent non-Listeners restrains us.
Evolution is blocked. In the Netherlands people don't want to grow in intelligence.
Planet Earth needs 'New sets of lines, New people, New talks, New skills..., so
New talents will be discovered within ourselves or others'.
Self-consious-building.

Aung Suu Kyi, shall we try to tease Paul mcCartney... ?
You zoom by Ingrid Betancourt and bring her, overhere.
You must be a better Listener than I am...
The Gods & Goddesses shall give you permission to travel to Us.
The Soundwave between Paul and Me, Myself & I flows on the Speed of Time.
You and Ingrid can plugg inn, easily....
Dictatorship Europe wants war
Where shall we start?
The websites of UN & EU do not give much clearness on your position.
I shall talk to you from 'friend to friend'...
Perhaps more helpful than stories & promisses you have received a million times.
You & Ingrid both need European girls-talk!

Life as it should be...
War-talk
I assume you don't have acces to internet. I published my ICC-paper of 1 september 2007.
You have to glance at the contents. You'll it know anyway....
Since Balkenende became President, standards for Human Rights dropped fast.
We went back in time, to the year 1940, before WOII started. History repeats itself.
Political parties don't work with Human Right-treaties; they don't even know which codes are
written down in those treaties....
You mights even think 'treaties are nothing but Public Relations-tools on the websites of UN &
EU or Human aid organisations '!
Life goes on, but the community is fallen apart into chaos. Hidden in the files of individuals.
People die because its fully accepted overhere 'to kill somebody with manipulations in files, to
hide truth about murderattempts behind and exhaust the human body untill death if a fact'.
Even highly important lawcases like mine, have not changed the 'passive agression' that rules
our country. Mainly, because they are hidden by the media.
In NL, individuals in a powerful position only care for themselves of for 'the group powerfuls'.
Just like in Birma. The people are excluded.
You should think that NGOs & AVOs get scared for terrorism - as soon as they discover that I
have published my 100% file about a lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament
Balkenende & municipal Bloemendaal online - and start to build 'new systems to guarantee
Human Rights to protect themselves with', but not in lazy NL...
They fear terrorism, although they have not used one law or treaty in their contracts, files or
lives! Can't even search for legislation, read or write it.
Individuals who never used lawbooks & treaties in their file, should have started doing so in
2002. In stead of complaining 'about horrifying politics & businesses'. The handful of persons
who did, are being boycotted by politics, business, NGOs & AVOs. Over and over again.
In which situation do we live today?
It can't get any worse in NL.
Ku Klux Clan Balkenende & Co read my websites for pleasure. So does the Taliban...
Give me freedom of speech, because they are rather not send to ICC-prison from the
moment they acknowledge the legal facts - proving crimes against humanity in NL - and start
to work with them. They have decided to watch, wait & undergo the activities of ICC, in these.
ICc has to press charges against the suspects/perpatrators..and than they will see what
happens... But, the Presidency & OTP of ICC work with the identical political policies as the
NL-parliament does. Therefore 'nobody works and war increases'.
The Devil is waiting for the right moment 'to intervene' and will make NL drown in corruption!

There is a simple method to stop wars ALL over the World.
If only Balkenende & Co would send a settlement to the ICC-judge for closure of my file...
When I receive a settlement, conform my demands in my startingletter of 1 may 2007 to ICC,
I agree. Providing the Pre-chamber-judge transforms this settlement in an official ICC-verdict /
decree.
Result: Balkenende & Co admitt to the World that they are quilty of crimes against humanity,
but did come to terms with it. They have made mistakes that cause wars, a serious criminal
behavior that has to be punished. They accept their punishment of a 'jobless life, working 240
hours as a Slave m/f ..... and paying me for the damage they caused in my life'.
NL shall have New elections, based on truth & legislation for a change.
The Dutch supreme court will be cleansed from corruption, so will the legalsystem in the
dictrict Haarlem. The people shall become more aware of their Power for Justice.
The International Criminal Court proves to be a trustworthy court of law.
This will reflect to the rest of the World.
Other persons in a powerful position will become aware of the fact that they can be punished
by 'simple individuals' , when they manipulate those persons into a lawless life or death.
Individuals will gain more self-esteem, self-confidence & self-consious.... adding up into 'New
systems to restore the World with'. Removal of War and Building of Love.
People have to accept that they are personally accountable for the conditions in their
1-persons-toko... and not the dictators they complain about...!

Why is this 'simple solution' not brought into 'good practise'?
The little that is left as a Construction under Chaos, is corrupt tóó.
Hitler-love dominaties the Netherlands, even in 2008.
The hypocrits & corrupts work with the identical mentallity as the betrayers under Hitler did.
They make you believe 'they want to rescue you from hell, based on fair law', but when they
have to leave their comfortable powerful position... they chose to sell yo to the hiddest bidder.
They turn you into a consumersgood and purchase you. Second hand, if necessary.
Just like the Junta of Birma does!
A good example is 'war-talk within the Church'.
Church-leaders don't read files, especially not the more complicated legal-constructions that
demand concentration, time & some sympathy for human kind.
Why do we have Universities for Bible-studies? I don't know!
From the moment church-leaders are being confronted with 'New lifestyles', they boycot the
Bringer of the Future. New is a mixture of religion + psychology + human rights + politics!
Within the Church its impossible to talk about my Symbol-language.
Its a spiritual communication-system, that can save the lives of many human bodies. But they
prefer to stick to their laziness, Old-fashion NGOs and favourism with existing AVOs.
Church doesn't want to stop war, they want to create it. They down-size the people for it, in
stead of studying Evolution of the Human brain.
The main reason why Church doesn't want to talk to me is 'that I prove they have killed people
unneccesarry over the past decades by ignoring Human Right treaties'. Now they prefer to
continue these killings.

The Pope in the Vatican still can't accept the fact that the Gods & Goddesses have given me
Symbol-language for renewals inside the Vatican - new rituals - to create Worldpeace with.
Following my letter to the Vatican in 2007, when I planned to start a Foundation called
Mensenrechtenblad = Humanrights paper. The municipal Bloemendaal boycots me and refuses
to give me my Human Rights, therefore I can't work and I have to go to ICC to collect them.
But in my letter I ask the Pope for a New ritual as a statement for Love the World.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 januari 2007
Citta del Vaticano, Via della Concilianzione 54
SCV-00120 Roma, Italia, Priester Antoine Bodar

Antoine,
Will you present my idea 'cautious & determined'
to Pope Benedictus XVI Jozef Ratzinger?
Simplicity gives Strenght, thus I write my Lawbook for Love light.
Desiree

The Vatican Wedding

Annual evidence of Ambitious Love
A touchable anchor for Worldlove in the midst of lawless Worldwars.
This marriage remembers politics not to destroy planet Earth.
A marriage that takes place once a year and is completed by the Pope.
A clergyman/woman - committed to the Vatican - marriages a partner for life, free choice.
Nationality & relegion are irrelevant, to build bridges between people is the demanded skill.
The wedding is meant to establish a profound social target for planet Earth; both partners choose a
goal for life.
The marriage is for 2 self-consious human being above 40 years or older. Kids no objection.
Both candidates share their wisdom with the Vatican and the World.
Each of them chooses a social goals for life on Earth, put into words during the wedding-ceremony.
A task for life.
The Pope gives both candicates a personal asignment for life.
The ceremony is an intimate & modest celebration, where both partners choose for a ritual for their
personalities & relationship with the Universe. The World can watch on tv.
The couple may live apart frome each other when the tasks they have to fulfil, make this necessary.
The couple publishes a book about their activites, together.
Money they make with the book is invested in the goals for life choosen before.
The couple anchors their lives in the Human-& Nature-encyclopedia of the Vatican.
God is Light, without glow no Big Bang.
… the Educator of the Pope.....

Stichting Mensenrechtenblad, wettelijke verankerde wereldliefde
Desiree Stokkel, Donkerelaan 39, 2061jk Bloemendaal Nederland

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Believe Me, the Universe is 'not amussed', now the Vatican ignores my asignment from the
Galaxy...

While the Gods & Goddesses gave me this task, they were my personal tour-guides in space.
Showed me the differences between coördinates. Informed me about 'Fantasy- & Life-bubbles'.
How to choose between them, and how to make New systems work....
The Dutch church prefers to maintain favourism with the NL-parliament, in exchange for
money. The Vatican rather talks about Love...than practising it...
In the summer of 2007 became clear to the Gods & Goddesses that the Vatican has not the
intention to inform the World about a lawcase with ICC against hostcountry the Netherlands.
They Gods & Goddesses called me up for a meeting: 'I have to smoke out the Vatican'.
I haven't had the opportunity to evaluate my tasks with the meeting yet, but...
... 'I think I make progress'...
Even when I informed the Church & Vatican about my New command from Upstairs, they still
refused to inform the people of planet Earth about my ICC-case...and the possible outcome
from it...
Conclusion: The Vatican wants war! All proposals are being nipped in the bud.
To disdain all solutions for conflict-ending .. and the manufacturing of Love for planet
Earth in relationship with the Galaxy, is about the most couragous behavior shown
overhere... Just like in Birma.

Life as I want it to be
'I want to win 18 million euro's with the Statelotery... and start to live like a Spoilt rotten
monster...'. I probably die instantly after collecting this amount of money on my bankaccount,
under present circumstances!
Nóóóóó, my DNA is not build for the Life of Celebrities.
I need a normal family-life for Myself & Kids, enough money to work with... and to build my
NLF for Young Adults. Perhaps I still can make them read Lawbooks for Love.
I want to build a New Legal Frame for the World.
Its not that difficult; its only time- & energy-consuming because people are to lazy.
Laziness costs me my life, now I'm too poor to buy friendship.
What I truly want is 'people to grow up'.
A nuisance is the self-centred laziness and sanctamonious behavioral-patterns of individuals in
an oppressed position, while they can read, write & educate themselves... and have acces to
courts of law. Don't complain, unless you have lost all possible lawcases on Earth!
An annoyance is also the so called 'helpful attitude' of individuals in a powerful position, while
the use their strenght to destroy human lives with, preferably collectively.
I want Evolution in Love!
I also want civilization to move on to EKO-food & Fair Trade-consumersgoods within 10 years.
We can't stop poverty & hunger when we change ourselves slowly.
To be honest, I can't watch, read about or contribute to Old-fashion NGOs & AVOs anymore!
For how many decades to come do I have to listen to the same Old-stories about violation of
Human Rights, while laws are not used against members of parliament in cases of misconduct?
How may times do I have to explain about 'laziness in self-protection with legislation'?

I want intelligent talks about Faith in the Future.
Shall we talk about this here, Aung?
Nóóóóó, we won't.
I have made my point.
We can stop. People don't want to move on...
O, what I would like to know about is your individual Symbol-language.
We talk about that through self-consious.
20.55 hrs
We share the second part of the Birds' song tomorrow morning.
Sleep well Aung Suu Kyi.
I shall be with you when you die, Ingrid Betancourt.
Desiree

I stopped talking, Paul.
Did my Best

desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
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